EMPOWERING
HIGHER EDUCATION

Higher Education is engaging faculty and students with more
interactive learning, flexibility and technology support.
Create a holistic learning environment for faculty and students by providing solutions that adapt
throughout the day. A wide variety of AIS tables, seating, and worktool combinations activate higher
education by providing thoughtfully designed, cleanable, and ergonomic solutions.
OMNIA Partners is the cooperative purchasing organization driving excellence in higher education
procurement. Our extensive scope of best value college cooperative contracts from industry-leading
suppliers provides the immediate solutions colleges and universities need to meet their strategic goals.
With a trusted procurement model relied upon by elite higher education institutions, OMNIA Partners
brings unparalleled efficiencies and speed to the purchasing process to help institutions achieve their
mission of student success, while attracting and retaining students and faculty.
OMNIA Partners contracts are competitively-solicited by a lead public agency in accordance with public
purchasing rules and regulations.

WE CREATE
SMART SPACES.
Working Lounge

Classrooms and Labs

Individual, small team, or collaborative meeting spaces provide comfort, relaxation and dedicated focus time.

Instruct large or small groups of students utilizing durable and flexible seating choices in combination with conference,
height adjustable, powered, and flip tables.

LB Lounge™ and Ottoman

Volker™ Cube and Nesting Table

Chatham Cove™ Work Lounge

Day-to-Day Flip Table, Devens seating
Hospitality Cart, Mobile Whiteboard

Training Rooms

Auditoriums and Lecture Halls

Flip top, height adjustable, and powered table options create concentrative, interactive, and effective training rooms.
Choose from a variety of seating to support collaborative needs and support user’s comfort and wellness.

AIS stacks up to the challenge.

Day-To-Day™ Tables, Stow™ seating,
Whiteboard, Calibrate® Lockers

Calibrate Conference Table, Pierce™ seating,
Calibrate Storage Credenza

Pierce™

Day-to-Day Height
Adjustable Table

Triad™ with book rack
and tablet arm

Pierce

Day-to-Day Table with Natick™ seating

Pierce Stool

Triad Stool

Triad with rack
and tablet arm

Stow with Table Arm

Devens Task Stool

Triad Stacking Cart

All Purpose/Computer Labs

Cafés, and more…

Create engaging, flexible, and technology-supported environments for a variety of classroom styles and learning preferences.

Create cafés with energy providing students and faculty the platform to collaborate and socialize. A variety of table heights and seating provide
comfort and refreshment for every user. Storage lockers placed throughout the building provide accessible storage and mobility throughout busy days.

Day-to-Day Flip Table

Day-to-Day Table and
Devens™ seating

Day-to-Day table and
Pierce seating

AIS seating upholstery includes many alta options, safely and effectively protecting your upholstery and extending its useful life.

Calibrate Conference table,
Locker, and Devens seating

Day-to-Day table with
Pierce Stool

Day-to-Day Table with
Volker™ Cubes

Rutland™ Stool

The AIS Express Seating program supports those who need quality, comfortable seating quickly.
We’ve selected the most common models, finishes and materials for our three day ship program.

Day-to-Day table with
Pierce seating

Calibrate Series
Storage Lockers

Laptop Tables

BRILLIANT FUTURES –
TEACH, INSPIRE & LEARN.
Explore our Day-to-Day tables for meeting, conference, café, occasional, labs and beyond.
All backed by our 10 year warranty with Express Seating models that can ship in three days.

Visit our website and see the many higher education solutions we offer to optimize and support
learning environments while enhancing user performance. From height adjustable tables to
stacked seating, from lounge seating to perch stools, you’ll find many options to explore.
Contract, Ordering & Contact Information
OMNIA Partners, Public Sector
Furniture, Installation and Related Services
Region 4 ESC-TX
Contract Number: R191801
May 1, 2020 to April 30, 2023

OMNIA Partners, Public Sector national cooperative contract
has been competitively solicited and publicly awarded by Region
4 Education Service Center and can be viewed here.
Locate an AIS Rep near you: https://www.ais-inc.com/contact/find-a-rep
Email omniapartners@ais-inc.com or Call 800.434.7400

National Showrooms
Leominster
AIS Headquarters
25 Tucker Drive
Leominster, MA 01453

New York
AIS New York
257 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10010

Chicago
The Merchandise Mart
Suite 1086
Chicago, IL 60654

Washington, D.C.
AIS Washington, D.C.
1501 M St., NW, STE 230
Washington, D.C. 20005

Please contact your AIS representative to request samples for viewing before specifying, as the colors, materials and finishes
featured within our printed and electronic literature may vary due to the printing processes and/or viewing screens used.
Availability of materials shown above may vary due to manufacturers’ lifecycle management. Some materials shown are
standard on AIS and some are COM. Please check with AIS to confirm availability and pricing.
For additional images: http://imagelibrary.ais-inc.com/
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